GT15 CF card unit
User’s Manual
GT15-CFCD

1. OVERVIEW

Under some circumstances, failure to observe the CAUTION level instructions may also lead to serious accidents. Be sure to observe the instructions of both levels to ensure the safety. For this reason, keep this manual in a safe place for future reference and also pass this manual on to the end user.

CAUTION

• Be sure to keep this manual in a safe place for future reference and also level instructions may also lead to serious accidents. Failure to do so can cause the unit to fail or malfunction.

When installing this unit, wear a wrist strap to prevent the unit from being damaged by static electricity.

• Be sure to shut off all phases of the external power supply used by the system before opening or removing this unit from the GOT. Failure to do so can cause the unit to fail or malfunction.

Do not disassemble or modify the unit and CF card. Doing so can cause failure, malfunctions, personal injuries and/or fire.

• Be sure to shut off all phases of the external power supply of the GOT main unit before connecting the cable to this unit. Failure to do so can cause the unit to fail or malfunction.

Disposal precautions

Make sure to transport this unit until the master is not be installed until it is involved with the items described in the general specifications of the User’s Manual for the GOT used, or in a precision device. Failure to do so may cause the unit to fail. Check if the unit operates correctly after transportation.

CAUTION

• Use this unit in the environment that satisfies the general specifications described in the User’s Manual for the GOT used. Not doing so can cause an electric shock, fire, malfunction or product damage or deterioration.

When installing this unit, fit it to the connection interface of the GOT and tighten the mounting screws. If the screw is too loose, it may cause a drop of the cat card, a failure or malfunctions. Tightening the screw excessively may damage the case or the interface.

When installing a CF card into the unit, insert it to the cat card end of this unit. The CF card inserted unit pops out. Failure to do so may cause a malfunction due to your contact.

When inserting or removing a CF card into or from this unit, turn the CF card access switch off. Failure to do so may cause defects on the CF card.

When removing a CF card from the GOT, support it with your hand, as it may pit out. Failure to do so may cause the CF card to drop from the unit, resulting in a damage or failure.

4. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

4.1 CF Card Unit Installation

1) Power off the GOT.

2) Remove one of the extension unit covers of the GOT and fit the CF card unit along the guides of the GOT case.

3) Turn on the GOT and tighten the mounting screws.

4) CF card cover

Cover opening/closing of CF card insertion/ removal

5) CF card connector

Connector for installing the CF card

6) Mounting screw

Mounting screw fixed with a front extension unit or the GOT

1.8

1) CF card

2) CF card

7) CF card unit

For referential manuals, refer to the PDF manuals stored in the DVD-ROM for the drawing software used.

6. CF CARD INSTALLATION/REMOVAL PROCEDURE

1.1 Installation

1) Open the CF card cover and turn off the CF card access switch of the unit.

2) Insert the CF card into the CF card connector with the face out.

3) Turn on the CF card access switch.

2.2 Removal

1) Open the CF card cover. Turn off the CF card access switch and check that the CF card access LED turns off. (When the CF card access LED turns off, the CF card can be removed even while the GOT power is on.)

2) Press the CF card exit button to pop out the CF card and remove it.